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Becoming an Ascended Master
If all the ascended masters that came before us were trying to guide us into a space of remembering, 

what would the world look like now? 

That is actually exactly what the ascended masters came here to share with us! The exact steps, 
directions, ways, and words so that we too could become an ascended master, remembering our 
divine connection to God! Not as a follower of these individuals but as a unique individual here to 
shed light to help awaken our fellow humankind into remembering this exact process within 
themselves as well. 

Buddha

Yeshua (Jesus)

Jehovah

Allah

Krshna

There are thousands of individuals that have been born by immaculate conception, and more still that 
have reached a space of divine enlightenment, remembering their innate connection with source. 
These individuals came to be a light, a beacon, a key to unlock the haze of forgetfulness that we 
were born into, so that we could step out of the “sin” of forgetting that we are a divine being. 
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Even in the book series, The Ringing Cedar Series, Anastasia talks about our abilities as humans or 
Man to be able to have direct connection with the God source to transform the world. Yet so many of 
us are asleep to this opportunity and ability that lies dormant within. 

Duality and the Disease that it is
Through this weeks activation we will be looking at the aspects of duality. It is rampant in our 
mindsets, world view, interactions with others, and the way we live. Good vs Evil is a manmade 
construct. God never created this worldview and never wanted man to open this box of thought. 
Because the power that humans have, is that what is thought, IS. So whenever there are thoughts 
going on in our minds, the ability to make them into a reality happens. Often not as instantanously as 
was the original design, thank goodness, but still our thoughts create our reality. 

Our reality is created by our thoughts. 

In what ways have the duality of good vs evil created your reality? 

In what ways do you look through a lens of positive and negative? 
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Living in a physical world where 99% of the individuals believe in this thought pattern creates the 
reality for us as well. IF we are to transmute the effects of this belief system in what ways do you 
need to reevaluate your life? 

What aspects of duality have created disconnect, disease, or trauma in your life?

If there is only Divine masculine and Divine Feminine as the spiritual duality, that we are creating 
space for our 4 physical bodies (mental, emotional, physical, spiritual) to become, what steps are 
needed for us personally?
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This chakra is meant to rock your world!!! Yes, physically, spiritually, mentally, and emotionally 
rock it the core, transmute it, release the programming and unlock the potential of your god self from 
within! 

It will take a dedication of daily awareness, awakening, non judgment and forgiveness. 

Are you ready to create these changes in your life?

Are you ready to release all that you know to step into a new way of being, one that is a divine being 
that will be a light to the world?

Then let's join hands and walk in this journey together!

Divine Masculine Chakra
Location in the body: Outside of the 4 bodies that make up our field (phsyical, mental, emotional, 
etheric/spiritual) So depending on the size of your auric field, the divine masculine resides outside of 
the space. 

Color:- Often the color blue is encoded to this chakra, but intuitively this can change depending on 
what colors you are working with during your sessions. 
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Symptoms of Closed, blocked or injured chakra: Feeling alone in this world, not having a purpose, 
not knowing your divinity, feeling separated from God, Earth and others. Feeling the need to be in a 
religion to be right, thinking there is a right way to God. Thinking others are wrong and you are 
right. Feeling negative energy. Being negative in attitude, expression, thought, or deed. Judging 
others for their actions. Trying to convince others of a right way to do things. Being controlling, 
manipulative or guilting others into action. 

Stones: Shiva Lingham  and spirit quartz

Foods: Foods that strengthen the mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual bodies, that make them 
LIGHT. Eating an alkaline based diet will help shift this chakra faster. 

Activating the Divine Masculine Chakra
“I AM” now enveloped in an invisible forcefield of protection. From this focus “I AM” able to 
review my life as an objective observer.  I ask my higher self to push to the surface of my conscious 
mind every single experience, both known and unknown, that is in any way preventing me from 
attaining my highest good. Blazing in, through and around my four lower bodies (physical, mental, 
emotional, and etheric) is the full power of the Violet Transmuting flame. This light from the very 
heart of God  instantly transmutes these negative thoughts, words, actions, feelings, and memories 
back into original perfection. 
“I AM” at perfect peace. 
As this information surfaces, I effortlessly let it go, without emotion, without pain, and without 
fear….into the violet fire. 
I experience this negative energy being transmuted back into light, and I love it Free!!!
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So be it. Beloved “I AM” - Written by Patricia Diane Cota-Robles

You can not say the words I AM- without them pertaining to you specifically. 

I AM a child of God. 

All the known ascended masters or Divine Masculine figures that came down to earth showed 
incredible feats of Will Power embodied. These masters were not here to become Gods, but they 
came down to show us our own ability or capacity to remember our own God-ness. Our own ability 
to have will power, to create with our thoughts, and the ability to have creating power over the earth. 
YET it was meant to not make us smaller, it was meant to remind of us our own divinity! This has 
kept us small, enslaved, and fearful. 

It is time to raise up!!

It is time to create a great shifting in the electrons of our own bodies, and to shift the electrons of 
humanity as a whole so that we can once again join in the joyousness of being reunited and 
connected with the source of the Divine!! We are a part of the wholeness of the energy that is “I 
AM.” Once we remember this, reprogram our cells, reprogram our thoughts, reprogram our actions 
and wear the cloak of divinity their is no going back. We begin to transmute all that is around us, 
even pulling the Earth into a great healing. 
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In the Magical Mothering Mighty Networks Private community there is a 31 Days of “I AM” 
Transformation! Please use this to help you throughout the month of the Divine Masculine Chakra. 

Attending a personal or group retreat to activate and initiate this chakra would be the most helpful in 
fully learning the process. A private 1-1 session to guide you through both the masculine and 
feminine process can be highly useful as well. 

The Divine Masculine Potion and shiva linghams are both available from magicalmothering.com/
chakrabox.
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